
 
 

Executive Summary 

A commercial bank offers deposit and withdrawals, sells money market products, offers trade financing, 

and transacts B2B payments. Yubi is a global digital financial services platform that outperforms banks in 

each of these product categories in terms of lower costs, higher yields, and enhanced service. 

The foundation of our business is centered around our award-winning innovation of the world’s first 

money market Stablecoin (the “Yubi Yield Account”) that pays on average five percent (5%) annually.  

Money market and ‘safe-haven’ investments exceed $5 Trillion in the United States alone. Yet, today’s 

money market investments are yielding negative inflation-adjusted returns. According to JP Morgan, safe-

haven assets have put in their worst performance in a decade in September 2020. 

A Yubi Yield Account pays 10X above the most popular money market products averaging 0.5% or less 

while also assuming less risk and requiring only a minimum of a 30-days subscription period. 

Banks accept deposits and sell Certificates of Deposits to fund consumer and business loans. These loans 

have default rates. On the contrary, Yubi generates yield preserving capital.  

We monetize borrowed funds to (1) trade finance and facilitate global trade and commodities purchases 

and (2) to settle B2B cross-border payments between trading partners. 

Our risk-mitigation and preservation of capital strategy is to only finance and settle global trade and cross-

border payments when the buyer or originator of the transaction has secured funds prior to leveraging 

our Yield Account funds to settle with the counterparty.  

Our revenue model is to recycle our borrow funds multiple times per year, similar to inventory turns, 

generating yield on each ‘turn.’ After paying 5% to our Yield Accountholders, we forecast an ability to earn 

a gross profit of 13% or more annually. 

The income-generated from our Yield Account enables us to subsidize and to offer the best currency 

exchange rates on cross-border payments. 

In essence, we are also disrupting the cross-border payments industry by transforming fee-based 

remittances into ROI-based transactions. By leveraging borrowed funds and our global network of local 

country payment rails, we can provide other FinTech companies a cheaper alternative than the 

correspondent banking SWIFT service for transacting cross-border payments. 

Thus far, we have established interest from global FinTech payment companies for piloting either our 

Yield Account money market product or our global digital payment gateway. VISA International has 

expressed interest in our Yield Account program and has offered Yubi to join their network as a VISA 

Partner. Integration with VISA would allow our account holders to make purchases with VISA using their 

Yubi balance and would allow VISA to lower their FX rates leveraging our Yield Account program. 

Given our Yield Accounts are 100% secured by cash, we seek to obtain a top credit rating from either S&P 

or Moody’s Credit Agency. A top credit rated money market product yielding 5.0% annually should garner 

tremendous market interest. 

 



 
 

Once our Yield Account product becomes commercially rated, we should be able to capture a notable 

share of the U.S. $5 Trillion traditional money market and safe-haven market.  

As the only Income-producing or money market Stablecoin, we also intend to capture a significant share 

of the existing $30 Billion Stablecoin market currently offering no yield. 

Yubi has uniquely combined FinTech and InvestTech in a synergistic and complementary business model 

for disrupting the money market, global trade, and cross-border payments industries.  

Global trade and cross-border payments are both multi-trillion-dollar industries. Our management team 

is uniquely capable of seizing these massive disruptive industry opportunities. 

Our goal is to raise $1 Billion in Yield Account capital over the first five to ten years producing gross profits 

of over $100 Million and to earn an innovation equity business valuation of over $25 Billion. 

Darrell Hubbard, our Founder and CEO, has over 25 years of FinTech experience, and has successfully 

founded and exited other innovative technology companies. Jose De Lemos brings over 25 years in the 

commodities trading and financial services industry with deep customer and industry relationships.  

Kristopher Ross brings over a decade of investment management experience as an Investment Advisor 

with JP Morgan Chase and will establish relationships with high net worth accounts and RIA firms. 

Yubi has been seeded with over $2M in software development services from Vertron Corporation and has 

its minimal viable product (MVP) for realizing a global trading and commodities platform (the “Deal 

Room”) and for transacting cross-border payments.  

We are seeking to raise $10M to $25M to continue building out our management team, our technology 

innovations, and for international expansion and business development. 

We are proposing to our investors a 50 / 50 split of their investment in our Yield Account and Equity. The 

50% in the Yield Account would accrue interest for the investor and would migrate from debt to equity as 

Yubi achieves negotiated milestones. The risk-mitigation approach allows our investor to release funds to 

equity at today’s negotiated valuation while benefiting from tomorrow’s milestone valuation. 

Yubi has been accepted and is a grant recipient of Amazon’s Startup Accelerator Program. Our entire 

financial services platform has been migrated to the AWS Cloud for enhanced security and scalability. 

Other FinTech alumni recipients of the AWS Startup Accelerator includes Coinbase and Stripe. 

For more information, contact Darrell Hubbard at darrell@yubi.global. 
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